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1. Make Students Aware of What Happens Inside their Mouth 

Familiarise yourself with the phonatory system. Gain awareness of articulators. Help 
students understand what moves / doesn’t move inside their mouth and how they 
can create obstacles for the airflow. Get them to stop and release the air (first like an 
explosion, then gradually) through the production of different sounds that involve 
different articulators (lips, teeth, palate).  

 

2. DO-RE-MI Sounds – Voiced and Voiceless 

Sometimes it is difficult for students to understand the difference between a voiced 
and a voiceless sound. An easy way to help them recognise them, is to ask them to 
produce the do-re-mi scale while producing a consonant sound. If they can “sing” the 
consonant it is voiced, if they can’t, then it’s voiceless. (Practise “twin sounds” like /f/ 
and /v/ or /s/ and /z/). 

 

3. Visualise – the Importance of I.P.A 

 Our times are highly visual. We are constantly being bombarded by images, and our 
brains process an incredible amount of images in the shortest time. We rely on vision 
more than on sound (eye over ear). Getting the students to see the sounds and to 
associate them with a graphic representation allows for activation and active action. 
Use the IPA (international phonetic alphabet), especially to highlight sounds that are 
similar (but not the same) to the ones produced in the students’ L1. 

 

4. “Just Like Me” – Teacher’s Impression.  

Mimicking the teacher can be a very good way to produce sounds more accurately. 
Encourage students to imitate your accent or to concentrate on your lips or mouth 
when you produce a specific sound, and ask them to copy you. Another fun and useful 
exercise is to speak the students’ L1 with an English accent. By doing so, you allow 
students to hear how the sounds of their language are pronounced by native speakers 
of English. 
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5. Accent Idols.  

An accent idol is someone whose way of speaking English you admire. Think of 
someone famous, who is more or less your age and then retrieve videos of talk shows 
and interviews. These work better than films, as their utterances will be more 
spontaneous. Concentrate on short utterances, isolate them, repeat them. Then do 
the same with longer sentences. You can help your students identify their accent idol 
as well. 

 

6. Strong and weak sounds –  schwa /ə/ and flap /ɾ/ 

Get students acquainted with the schwa /ə/ and the flap /ɾ/ as these are very 
common sounds in English. Allow them to realise that these sounds are widely used, 
especially in connected speech. Use grammatical words as an example (like ‘to’ /tu:/ 
and /tə/), words like ‘can’ in different sentences, like “Yes, we can” /kæn/, but “I can 
speak English” /kən/, or ‘don’t’ in sentences like “Don’t do that” /d/ and “I don’t 
know” /ɾ/. 

 

7. Release Word Stress with Movement 

Pronunciation is a physical process. Body moves associated with stressed syllables will 
help the brain create more connections on more sensorial levels. Get students to 
make a sound (like a clap) on the stressed syllable, or to use their hand (from fist to 
stretched fingers) when pronouncing words with stress patterns that are unfamiliar 
to them. 

 

8. Pitch Perfect 

Intonation patterns differ from language to language, and since intonation is the way 
we use to convey our emotions and feelings, we resist changing it as we fear that our 
message or intentions may be misinterpreted. Pronounce the same word, phrase or 
sentence with different intentions. Try with ‘really’. Pronounce ‘really’ and try to 
sound surprised, shocked, unimpressed, sarcastic and then ask students to identify 
the differences in your intonation. 
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9. Segmentation and Repetition  

Some utterances may seem very long or very fast to students. Reassure them by 
breaking them down into smaller parts (not necessarily whole words, it could be 
segments or fragments of words). Practise these clusters with them and then put 
them back together into the longer utterance. Start slow and then increase the speed. 
And repeat, repeat, repeat. 

 

10. Have Fun and Play Carefully  

Teaching pronunciation is not a one-off lesson, but an ongoing process that partakes 
consistently in your integrated approach. It is part of that harmonious co-deployment 
of activities that engage your students on more than one level, by fostering activation 
and active action. Establish a routine, use the IPA more and more, repeat words until 
they are deprived of their meaning (signified) and are only sound (signifying). Have 
fun with impressions and accents, but always be careful as these are very personal, 
and different learners may feel more or less comfortable trying this. Moreover, 
awareness of what happens in the phonatory system differs from student to student, 
as some are less capable of identifying position changes in the mouth. Don’t stress 
and be patient, take it slowly and enjoy the journey with you learners. 


